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Qualcomm(NASDAQ:QCOM) Are Crashing How the Snapdragon brand has been hurt by recent
disappointments. Not everything goes according to plan. It's a lesson that Qualcomm(NASDAQ:QCOM)
CEO Steve Mollenkopf and other industry heavyweights never seem to forget. Recently, Qualcomm has
had to battle setbacks that include the inability of its QCOM subsidiary to supply the chips in
Apple's(NASDAQ:AAPL) new iPhone and the decision of one of the Android chipmaker's major customers --
Samsung(NASDAQOTH:SSNLF)-- to go with Intel(NASDAQ:INTC). Fortunately, Qualcomm isn't going to
go out of business. Its position is secure, even though it faces a competitive struggle with Intel. The
company is no longer a follower, having spun off its modem chip business into a separate company called,
somewhat appropriately, "NXDN." It's a win-win move for Qualcomm. The company can focus more on its
core business, the dominant market for mobile processors. Investors will keep their fingers crossed until
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and it's actually beating Intel on selling smartphone chips, though the gap is narrowing. One of the biggest
reasons Qualcomm
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Darkest Hour (2016) (The Darkest Hour ) IMDB Movie Details. Directed by Joe Wright. With Tom
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